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Global designs, right at home.

Purity. Simplicity. Utility. Beauty. Mastery.

Hallmarks of the long tradition of Danish design and craftsmanship,  
these ideals are embodied in our new Magnus Olesen Collection.  
Exclusively from Trendway, this museum-quality offering is now  
available to North America. 

These timeless furnishings exemplify the concept of function  
integral to form and will represent a source of pride and beauty.
 

Unrivaled Danish craftsmanship shines in every object they  
create. Magnus Olesen is certified by the prestigious Danish  
Furnituremakers’ Quality Control to meet the highest standards  
of quality, materials and workmanship.  

From local, native hardwoods to rich natural textiles, these  
designs are emblematic of the refined Nordic palette and  
design sensibility.
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BUTTERFLY

Butterfly Wood Butterfly Runner Butterfly Swivel Butterfly Bar Stool

Niels Gammelgaard’s brilliant flight of imagination, Butterfly exemplifies Nordic design  
traditions of pure materials, simple form and artistic craftsmanship. Created from sustainable 
Scandinavian oak, beech and maple, it is offered in a wide range of natural textiles and finish 
colors. Choose from the versatile family of upholstered, wood, runner, swivel base and bar  
stool options.

Elegant, feather-light and distinctive, Butterfly also offers practical seating comfort  
with flawless, durable craftsmanship. The sculpted shell affords flexibility and intrinsic  
lumbar support. 
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8000 Series

Since mid-century, Rud Thygesen and Johnny Sørensen have  
collaborated to create museum-quality designs in laminated and  
molded wood. Elegant and unique, the 8000 Series embodies core  
Danish design principles of simplicity, flawless craftsmanship, and  
function. The artistry of construction almost defies logic — ingenious 
joinery perfect and precise enough to create great strength and  
seamless integration without tenons, screws or dowels. This patented 
process is unique to the 8000 Series. 

Manufactured since 1980, the series fulfills the strict requirements of 
Danish Furnituremakers’ Quality Control, a guarantee of the highest 
quality and authenticity in wood furniture design.
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i-SIT

Design of the remarkable i-SIT chair was founded on extensive 
research into the needs of a large variety of users, along  
with advice from ergonomists and back specialists. With  
consummate artistic sensibility, Lone Storgaard with Design 
Concern translated this knowledge into seating that is as  
comfortable and responsive as it is striking. Strategic  
dimensions and responsive adjustments accommodate a  
wide range of users regardless of age, height, weight  
or mobility. This unique creation has been honored by  
international design recognition including the Red Dot, FX  
and IF product design awards.

From any angle, i-SIT’s design presence creates a statement 
to grace any environment. Rich textiles and flawless execution 
enhance the impression of beauty and prestige. The matching 
ottoman is the final touch, complementing the chair with  
additional seating comfort. 
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Mix Table Series

The Mix Table Series exemplifies Rud Thygesen and Johnny Sørensen’s 
emphasis on simple, ingenious and functional concepts that meet high 
aesthetic and quality standards. 

Mix Tables derive strength and light weight from a honeycomb core and 
engineered construction. Tops are available in a generous variety of  
sizes and shapes including square, rectangular, circular, half round, pebble, 
half pebble and D-shape. Configurations of compatible dimensions can 
be combined to meet the need for larger compositions. The series offers 
further design flexibility with several different bases including wood, steel 
and folding legs.
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